
WABCCI 
~ INSTRUCTION PAMPHLET U-5461 

UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL DIVISION 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING CONICAL RED ROUNDELS 
IN SEARCHLIGHT SIGNAL OPERATING UNITS 

These instructions cover the application of conical red roundels Piece 
UN413946 - Sheet 4-410430 or conical red roundels in adapter complete Piece 
UN413948 - Sheet 5-410430, as replacement for flat disc type in searchlight 
operating units. 

General instructions regarding such replacement, as well as other 
changes which must be made at the same time, differ for each type of operating 
unit. These instructions appear on the following drawings_ which will be supplied 
on request. 

Style H signal 
Style H-2 signal 
Style H-5 signal 

B-12914 - Sheets 1 and 2 
B-12914 - Sheets 3 and 4 
B-12914 - Sheets 5 and 6 

The procedure for application to existing operating units is the same for 
conical red roundel Piece UN413946 or conical red roundel complete with adapter 
Piece UN413948, as follows: 

1. After removing the reflector housing or top casting as called for on the 
drawing, the present flat disc roundel is removed from the spectacle by 
first bending up the top spring clips. 

2. These clips should be bent at points 11A11
, Figure 1, with a spring bender 

similar to Figure 4. 

3. The flat disc roundel can then be forced upward out of the two lower clips 
"B", Figure 1. 

4. When installing the conical roundel, Figure 2, or the assembly of adapter 
and roundel, Figure 3, bend the lower clips 11B11 in or out until the roundel 
or adapter fits snugly. 

5. A spring bender similar to Figure 5 can be used for bending these clips. 

6. Center the conical roundel or adapter with the opening in the spectacle; 
then bend the top spring clips downward at 11A11

, Figure l, until the ends 
press against the top of roundel rim or adapter rim. 
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7. The bent over ends 11C11
, Figures 2 and 3, of these clips must hold the 

roundel or adapter assembly securely in the depressed seat of the spec--. 
tacle. 

8. The clearance between the movable spectacle and the fixed lens casting 
should be checked and spectacle support adjusted slightly by bending, if 
necessary to meet the dimension shown on drawing, being sure to use the 
correct sheet of the drawing applying to the unit being revised. 

9. The reflector housing or top casting should then be replaced as indicated 
on drawing. 

10. A calibration check should then be made to determine that pick-up and 
drop-away are satisfactory. The values will be practically the same as 
obtained with the disc roundel. 
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The procedure for application to existing operating units is the same for 
conical red roundel Piece UN413946 or conical red roundel complete with adapter 
Piece UN413948, as follows: 

1. After removing the reflector housing or top casting as called for on the 
drawing, the present flat disc roundel is removed from the spectacle by 
first bending up the top spring clips. 

2. These clips should be ben.t at points "A", Figure 1, with a spring bender 
similar to Figure 4. 

3. The flat disc roundel can then be forced upward out of the two lower clips 
"B", Figure 1. 

4. When installing the conical roundel, Figure 2, or the assembly of adapter 
and roundel, Figure 3, bend the lower clips "B" in or out until the roundel 
or adapter fits snugly. 

5. A spring bender similar to Figure 5 can be used for bending these clips. 

6. Center the conical roundel or adapter with the opening in the spectacle; 
then bend the top spring clips downward at "A", Figure l, until the ends 
press against the top of roundel rim or adapter rim. 
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7. The bent over ends "C", Figures 2 and 3, of these clips must hold the 
roundel or adapter assembly securely in the depressed seat of the spec
tacle. 

8. The clearance between the movable spectacle and the fixed lens casting 
should be checked and spectacle s1.1pport adjusted slightly by bending, if 
necessary to meet the dimension shown on drawing, being sure to use the 
correct sheet of the drawing applying to the unit being revised. 

9. The reflector housing or top casting should then be replaced as indicated 
on drawing. 

10. A calibration check should then be made to determine that pick-up and 
drop-away are satisfactory. The values will be practically the same as 
obtained with the disc roundel. 
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